**School Seal**

- **Golden Ring**: Specifically proportioned thickness in relation to overall diameter.
- **School Name**: Specially typeset in Myriad Roman and carefully letterspaced.
- **Menlo School Tree**: True classic wood engraving based on historic tree image.
- **Inception Date**: Also specially typeset in Myriad Roman.

**Colors:**
- Menlo School Gold: Pantone 143 (coated)
- Menlo School Gold: Pantone 129 (uncoated)
- Menlo School Blue: Pantone 286

**School Signature**

- **Symbol**: Consists of the Golden Ring and the Menlo School Tree.

**Logotype**: Specially typeset in Myriad Roman. Carefully sized and positioned in relation to the symbol.

*Note: Do not typeset this yourself. Always use the official digital reproduction art.*